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You can now buy house paint and barn paints labeled by the maker with
both his trade brand and a classification recommended by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The classification is a form of quality standard. It
tells briefly what kind and grade of paint you are buying. The trade brand
tells, as it always has, who made the paint and expects to be held respon-
sible for it. Together, classification and trade brand supply all that is
needed to buy from reputable sources with an eye to quality as well as to
price.

The USDA classification plan was suggested by the Forest Products
Laboratory after more than 20 years of research in the painting of wood.
Under the plan there is a classification for every kind of house or barn
paint for wood buildings. Any maker or dealer in paint is free to use the
classification on his labels. No law requires it, however, and no agency of
government need be consulted about it. But when the classification is used,
the paint must conform in fact to the classification claimed for it. Mis-
branded paint is unlawful.

The law in some States requires the composition, or formula, of paint
to be printed on the label. The policy of most of the industry is to print
the formula even in States that do not require it. Such formulas, however,
are much too complicated and too technical to mean much to the average
buyer. The USDA classification is based on the printed formula. It merely
shows what the formula means in plain symbols that can be explained easily
to the public.

Paints are classified by group, type, and grade. The words stand for
ideas already familiar to those who have learned anything at all about the
way paint is made.

The idea of "group" comes from the common practice of speaking of
white lead paint, lead and zinc paint, titanium-lead-zinc paint. in this
alphabet age, such terms are soon shortened to initial letters, such as
L for white lead paint, LZ for lead and zinc paint, and TLZ for titanium-
lead-zinc paint. L stands for any of-the lead pigments, Z for zinc oxide,
and T for titanium dioxide. Other letters needed for some paints are S for
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zinc sulfide, F for iron oxide, and C for the remaining colored pigments.
In classifying a paint, then, the group symbol tells first the kind of
pigments of which it is chiefly made.

Second, the group symbol tells what kind of liquid or vehicle is in
the paint. In the best white paints or paints of light color, it is taken
for granted that the liquid is ordinary linseed oil or a similarly useful
oil. But if much of the oil has been thickened by special processing, the
brushing and spreading properties of the paint are altered. The paint works
more nearly like enamel. Such paints are called enamelized paints or, since
they contain less oil and more thinner, oil-restricted or oil-conservation
paints. They are classified by group by adding the small letter e in
parentheses after the capital letters for the chief pigments. Thus, paint
of group TLZ(e) is titanium-lead-zinc paint containing much thickened oil;
but paint of group TLZ with no added small letter contains little or no
thickened oil. In the paint trade, thickened oil is called bodied oil.

Some paints, especially colored paints with little or no white lead
or zinc oxide, contain more or less varnish. Varnish is a combination of
resin with bodied oil. Good red barn paint, for example, often has some
varnish in it. The classification by group shows the presence of varnish by
the symbol (re). A barn paint may belong in group F(re); if it contains a
little zinc oxide to help keep it free from mildew, as some of them do, it
may belong in group FZ(re). Sometimes there is resin but little or no
bodied oil, in which case the group would be FZ(r).

The idea of "type" in classifying paints comes from the common
practice of speaking of paints as high or low in lead pigment or in zinc
oxide. These pigments act chemically on linseed oil in a way necessary to
make paint last a long time outdoors. The type symbol tells how much lead
and zinc there is in the pigment part of the paint without going into
tiresome detail about it.

There are five ranges in content of lead and zinc, counted together.
There is the very high range, the high range, the medium range, the low
range, and the very low range. They are represented, in the order named,
by numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. There are also four ranges in ratio of lead
to zinc, the very high, the high, the low, and the very low. They are
represented in the order named by letters A, B, C, and D. Thus, paint of
type 3B has "medium content of lead pigment and zinc oxide with high ratio
of lead to zinc." Paint of type 4C has "low content of lead pigment and
zinc oxide with low ratio of lead to zinc." In type 5, the letter is left
out because the ratio of lead to zinc is of no interest when there is so
little of them present anyway.

The idea of "grade" in classifying paints comes from the common
practice of speaking of paints as first grade or second grade, meaning as
a rule that the first grade is more expensive but better in quality than
the second grade. In the USDA classification there are six grades. They 	 1
are numbered from grade 1, the highest, to grade 6, the lowest.
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When paint of grade 1 is properly mixed for application, each , gallon
contains at least 0.25 gallon of equivalent opaque pigment, at least 0.25
gallon of total pigment, and at least 0.87 gallon of total nonvolatile.
The exact meaning of the terms may be left to the paint chemists. The
equivalent opaque pigment tells how well the paint hides the surface under-
neath. The total pigment gives information about the spreading properties
of the paint and about the structure and durability of the coating it makes.
The total nonvolatile shows how much Of the paint remains in the coating
after it has dried. For the grades lower than grade 1, the requirements
are scaled down according to a published table.

In general, the higher the grade of the paint, the less paint and
labor are needed to do a job of given quality. Some jobs, such as painting
new woodwork with but two coats of paint, require the highest grade of
paint if they are to be done properly. Other jobs, such as painting new
woodwork with three coats, can be done equally well either with the highest
grade of paint or with somewhat more paint of a medium grade. Still other
jobs, such as painting badly weatherbeaten wood, take so much paint because
of the rough surface that money may sometimes be saved by using a well-made
paint of low grade.

Paint buyers should think of grade chiefly as a guide to the way
paint should be used for best and most economical service. Although
grade 1 of suitable group and type is likely to be the best purchase for
most work even if it costs a little more, good work can still be done in
many cases with paint of grade 2 or grade 3. On the other hand, a grade-1
paint can be a bad choice if it is of a group or type unsuitable for the
purpose.

Another point to remember is that the painter lowers the grade of a
paint when he thins it with either linseed oil or paint thinner. It takes
good workmanship along with good paint to get good painting.

The classification mark on the label of a paint, therefore, must
state three things, the group, the type, and the grade. It should also
bear the statement, "Classified according to tie recommendations of the
United States Department of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin No. 804."

For several years past, many brands of white and light-colored house
paint have been of the classifications group TLZ(e) type 3B grade 3; or
group TLZ(e) type 3C grade 3; or group TLZ(e) type 4C grade 3. Sometimes
the grade is as low as 4. At present there is a general trend toward less
bodied oil, represented by (e) in the group symbol, and toward higher grade.
Some brands have fully resumed prewar quality and are classified as group
TLZ type 3B grade 1 or with type 3C or 4C in place of type 3B.

Among paints of group TLZ, those of types numbered 1 or 2 would be
unduly expensive. They would also get dirtier and stay dirty longer than
paints of types numbered 3 or 4. Paints of group LZ must be of type 1 or
type 2 if they are to be of high grade. Although such paints were once
widely sold, they are now uncommon because they are costly and get dirty.
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Pure white lead paint, usually classified as group L type lA grade 1, is an
excellent paint for some uses, especially where repainting may be put off
longer than is generally desirable.

Part or all of the titanium dioxide in group TLZ paints is sometimes
replaced by zinc sulfide. Such paints are of group STLZ or group SLZ.
There are also leadless paints of groups TZ, SZ, or STZ for use particularly
where there may be hydrogen sulfide in the air, which blackens paints con-
taining lead. The leadless paints are of type 4D or, if they are low-grade
paints, sometimes type 5.

White or light-colored paints of high grade should never be made in
type 5. To be sure that they contain enough lead pigment and zinc oxide,
the buyer may well insist upon one of the types numbered 3. Those of types
4C or 4D may be satisfactory but there is less assurance that they are.

The house-paint primers now sold by most paint makers are usually of
group TL(e), TL(re), TLZ(e), or TLZ(re) and of type 4A or 4B. Most of them
are of grade 3 but a few are as high as grade 1. The primers nearly always
contain bodied oil or varnish to give them the desirable quality called
"controlled penetration." It is usually wise to buy primer and finish
paint of the same trade brand, because each should be made properly for use
together.

Paints of dark colors cannot have much white pigment. Except in
barn painting, their chief use is for trim and minor areas on buildings.
The best trim paints of dark colors are usually enamels to be used over
house-paint primer. Some of the groups in which they may classify are
c(re), C(e), CF(re), and CFZ(re). The type is generally 5, less often one
of the types numbered 4. They may be made in any of the grades.

Red barn paints may be of groups F, F(e), F(re), F(r), or, if they
contain a little zinc oxide, Z after the F in any of these groups. They
are nearly always of type 5. For many years most brands of barn paint have
been of low grade to sell at low prices. Grades 5 and 6 are common. Until
recently a barn paint better than grade 4 has been rare. Now, however,
there are a few brands of grade 1 on the market.

Classification is new in the paint industry. As yet, few brands have
the classification on the label. But from the formula printed on the label
anyone can calculate the classification if he can do simple arithmetic and
has the patience to learn the method. All the necessary details are printed
in a pamphlet that can be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C., for 10 cents. It is
called "Classification of House and Barn Paints as Recommended by the United
States Department of Agriculture," by F. L. Browne, U. S. Department of
Agriculture Technical Bulletin No. 804.

The bulletin was written for paint chemists. Others may find it hard
reading because paint is a complicated material. It is no harder, however,
than computing an ordinary tax return. An easier way for the average paint
buyer, however, may be to write to the makers of unclassified paints asking
them for the USDA classification of the particular brands and colors of
paint in which the buyer is interested.
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FIGURE 1.—Part of a paint label illustrating how the classification mark and
formula for a popular kind of house paint may be printed. On parts of the
label not shown in the illustration the manufacturer's trade-mark is displayed
conspicuously and directions for application are given. The formula is printed
both in weight percent, which is customary, and in volume percent, as pro-
posed by the National Bureau of Standards.
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